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Palavras-have Eiênia energétia; Métodos de optimização; Simulação hidráulia;
Abasteimento de água;
Resumo Os resentes onsumos de água geram preoupações relaionadas om a sua
distribuição. A neessidade de fazer hegar a água a entros populaionais
implia elevados ustos energétios e naneiros, pois não existe ontrolo so-
bre o bombeamento de água para torres de abasteimento ou reservatórios, a
partir das quais se disponibiliza água a uma população, serviços ou indústria.
A adaptação do bombeamento de água às tarifas energétias pode permitir
poupanças avultadas a quem exeuta esse bombeamento. Este trabalho é
parte integrante de um projeto de desenvolvimento de um software apaz
de, através de modelação hidráulia e ferramentas matemátias, minimizar
os ustos de bombeamento e ontrolar as bombas do sistema de abaste-
imento de água. Nesta dissertação foram implementados e testados dois
algoritmos de optimização para omparar a apaidade de minimização de
ustos relaionados om o bombeamento da água. Os métodos de optimiza-
ção seleionados foram o algoritmo L-BFGS-B (Limited memory algorithm
for bound onstrained optimisation), um método de optimização lássio,
e o algoritmo εDE (epsilon onstrained Dierential Evolution), um método
metaheurístio. Os algoritmos seleionados foram testados em funções de
teste, tendo o algoritmo εDE obtido bons resultados em todas as funções
testadas, enquanto que o algoritmo L-BFGS-B inorreu em diuldades em
funções mais omplexas. Os dois algoritmos foram testados em duas redes
benhmark distintas. Uma rede, denominada Rede Básia, denida apenas
pelos elementos esseniais e uma rede malhada denominada rede Walski
489, mais omplexa, que inlui duas bombas. Em ambas as redes benh-
mark testadas foram obtidas reduções de ustos por ambos os algoritmos
implementados. O algoritmo L-BFGS-B provou ser o mais rápido dos al-
goritmos implementados, enquanto que o algoritmo εDE obteve resultados
superiores para a rede mais omplexa (rede Walski). Este algoritmo, devido
ao fato de testar a violação das restrições em primeiro lugar este tem maior
tendênia a produzir resultados que não violem essas ondições. Foi riada
uma interfae gráa que permite o ontrolo do proesso e a apresentação
de dados resultantes das optimizações efetuadas.

Keywords Energy eieny; optimisation methods; Hydrauli simulation; Water supply
Abstrat Inreasing water onsumption generates growing onern mainly related to
its distribution. The need to get the water to population entres implies
high energy onsumptions and osts, beause there is no ontrol over the
pumping of water to supply water towers and reservoirs, from whih water
is distributed to the population and other servies or industry. Suiting the
pumping of water having into aount energeti taris would allow for high
nanial savings to those who pump water. The present work is part of a
urrent eort to develop a software to ahieve the alter, through modula-
tion of a Water Supply System and mathematial tools, minimizing pumping
osts via ontrol of the pumps of the so alled Water Supply System. In
this dissertation were implemented and tested two optimisation algorithms
to ompare the ability to minimize the osts assoiated with pumping water.
The seleted optimisation methods were the L-BFGS-B (Limited memory
algorithm for bound onstrained optimisation), a lassial optimisation algo-
rithm, and the εDE (epsilon onstrained Dierential Evolution), a heuristi
method. Both algorithms were tested in benhmarked funtions, with the
εDE able to provide good results in all funtions, while the L-BFGS-B algo-
rithm inferred problems with the more omplex funtions. Both algorithms
were tested in pre-existent benhmarked water networks. One of the net-
works, denominated Basi Network, simple in nature and with only one pump.
The other network, denominated Walski Network, more omplex, and with
2 water pumps. Cost redutions were attained with both methods in both
benhmarked water networks. The L-BFGS-B algorithm was the fastest of
the ompared algorithms, while the εDE algorithm obtained better results
than the L-BFGS-B in the Walski Network. The εDE algorithm is the more
assuring to respet the onstrains imposed to the networks, as it testes the
onstraint violations separately. A Graphial User Interfae was reated to
ontrol the proess and display the results obtained from optimisation.
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Part I
Guidelines
1

Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Context
Water is the driving fore of all
nature.
Leonardo da Vini
Water withdrawals around the world reahed an estimated 3900 km
3
/year [1℄ eah
year. As the majority of the population live in urban entres, that generally don't have
natural water resoures, it beomes neessary to provide water from outer resoures.
Therefore, water networks are used to ondut water to this high onsumption entres.
In Portugal, water demands are estimated at 7500 Million m
3
/year with 5% being des-
tined to urban onsumption. However, the estimated osts of water use assoiated to
the urban onsumption are of 46% of the total osts [2℄. Currently, in water supply
systems, it is also neessary to expend energy on a regular basis to aumulate water in
the form of potential energy and use it when neessary. The most immediate example is
the use of water towers to reate pressure on the network or water tanks to supply the
population. In the latter example, the water is sent to a higher level by means of pumps.
Current systems are taken as imperative to guarantee a minimum level of water for any
eventuality. Thus, in the urrent landsape water is pumped into the towers or supply
tanks when the water tank level reahes a minimum value. However, this ation does
not take into aount that the energy ost is dependent on the yle time. Additionally,
the ontrol of pumps is done loally and depends solely on the level sensors. There is
no reord of running pumps or deposit levels. Costs of these ations an be minimized
taking in aount the energy ost variation during the day. Energy an be minimized
by optimizing the pumping system. When the water supply system ontains only one
water tank, the task is of small diulty beause the system behaves almost as a linear
system and the number of variables to optimize is of redued number. However, when the
system features branhes and pumping equipment and tanks multiply, the minimization
of energy resoures presents itself as a highly omplex task. This is due to the large
number of variables to optimize, to the non-linear behaviour of the pumps and need of
the system to ontrol all organs (pumps, valves, tanks, ow rates in pipes, et. ). The
main onern of researh in this area is reduing the energy onsumption and/or osts
through various solutions.
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1.2 Objetives
Water supply systems present high energy onsumption values due to the pumping sys-
tems high energy requirements, neessary to ensure water for the population. On the
present situation, the pumping systems are atuated when water levels on water towers
reah predened minimum values. This proedure does not take into aount the time
of day and the variable ost of energy during the day. The optimisation of the pumping
proedure, type of pump, management and logisti relating energy ost, deposit and pip-
ing system dimensions ould redue operating osts of water supply systems in a drasti
way. This thesis is part of a urrent eort to develop a software that, through modulation
of a Water Supply System and mathematial tools, an predit onsumptions, optimize
pump ontrols, reduing energy osts and ontrol the pumps of Water Supply System.
The main goal of the present work is to reah ost redutions on water distribution sys-
tems through pumping shedule optimisation. The present work aims also to develop a
software able to display the results of the optimisation proesses to a user.
1.3 Outline of the thesis
The present work is divided in three main parts. The rst part, "Guidelines", is divided
in two hapters. The rst hapter presents an introdution to the theme of work of this
projet, as well as desribe the objetives of said projet. The seond hapter of the
rst part is a bibliographial review of themes relevant to this projet. This hapter is
divided in ve setions. In the rst is presented a review of previous works on the subjet.
The seond setion presents information about Water Supply Systems, while the third
setion gives information about the hydrauli simulation of said Water Supply System.
The fourth setion is a review on mathematial optimisation , and the fth setion gives
a review of Human Mahine Interfae development. In the seond part of this projet,
alled "Methods and Development", detailed information of the solution used in this
projet is presented. This part is divided in three hapters, the rst one presenting the
solution used to model Water Supply System. The seond hapter divided in two setions,
presents the seleted algorithms to use in the Water Supply System optimisation, and
the last hapter presents the solution used to develop the Human Mahine Interfae. The
third part of this projet is divided in two hapters. The rst hapter, divided in three
setions, displays the obtained results of the projet. The rst setion presents the results
of optimisation of mathematial benhmarks, while the seond setion presents results
for Water Supply System benhmarks and the third setion presents the nal Human
Mahine Interfae. On the seond hapter of this part onlusions from this projet are
displayed as well as some reommendations for future work.
Bruno Daniel Cordeiro Pereira Dissertação de Mestrado
Chapter 2
State-of-the-Art Review
2.1 Introdution
Water Supply System (WSS) need to ensure the onsumption requirements of various
setors of soiety. These major osts of these systems are usually assoiated with pumping
osts [3℄, leaving room to improvement on ost eieny with pump sheduling. To
obtain the osts of the variations of pump sheduling, the usage of hydrauli modelling
software is advised, as this type of modelling is more omplex and able to reprodue
the behaviour of WSS more aurately. Water Supply System and hydrauli simulation
reviews are addressed in this hapter. The optimisation proess of the WSS needs to
guarantee ow and pressure onditions in order to satisfy onsumers, while reahing
pump sheduling ontrols that minimize ost assoiated with energy osts that often are
assoiated with time of day. The work of Bagirov et al. [4℄ introdued the use of pump
start/end run times as ontinuous variables, developing a new algorithm for the solution.
The solution is ompared to the work of Van Zyl et al. [3℄ obtaining improvement
over the previous paper results. The work of Van Zyl et al.[3℄ addresses the use of
Geneti Algorithm (GA) in WSS. They used suessfully an hybrid GA ombined with
the Hooke and Jeeves Hill-limber Method[5℄ improving onvergene speed and quality
of solutions ompared to pure GA methods. Both the work of Bagirov et al. [4℄ and
Van Zyl et al.[3℄ used EPANET software with the same test WSS to evaluate solutions.
The work of Wang et al.[6℄ sheduled the pumping of ground-water taking into aount
an eo-aware approah to ground-water pumping, sheduling pumping while trying to
avoid ground subsidene. Time intervals are represented as real-number arrays instead
of binaries, allowing representation of frations of time intervals. The hydrauli problem
used to test the proposed solution is formulated as a disrete-ase optimisation problem.
The work of Zhuan & Xia [7℄ analysed the problem of multiple pumps with a Redued
Dynami Programming Algorithm (RDPA) formulation, reduing omputational time
omparing to Dynami Programming (DP) formulation, and being able to redue osts
assoiated with pumps. To display the data obtained from the optimisation proess to
the user of the software projeted at the overall projet exist the need of development
of interfae between the mahine and the user (Human Mahine Interfae). A review of
some harateristis and development tools is provided in this hapter.
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2.2 Water distribution systems
Water distribution systems are of great importane as they provide a vital asset to the
population. Therefore, its important to present the harateristis of WSS. Water distri-
bution systems an have branh type layouts, loop layouts or a mix of the two types. In
water networks of the branhed type the water ows in a single diretion, from tank to
the last onsumption node. A model of this network an be seen in gure 2.1. Looped
networks nodes are onneted making a grid and are haraterized by enabling the water
to ow in both diretions in pipes between nodes. Water ows depend on the demand
in eah node. A model of this network an be seen in gure 2.2. Another advantage of
this type of network is the lower water veloity in eah pipe onsidering that there are
multiple pipes leading to eah node[8℄.
Figure 2.1: Branhed network model. In this type of network, the water is distributed
throughout the various nodes sequentially.
A water distribution system typially inludes:
1. Reservoirs
(a) Of variable level, also alled tanks. An example of these reservoirs are water
towers. These are man made and their water level has signiant variations
during the time of study.
(b) Of xed level. This ategory inlude rivers, lakes or dams. These are usually
natural reservoirs, with the exeptions of dams or man made lakes. Their
water level does not have signiant variations and, onsequently, these are
onsidered of xed level.
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Figure 2.2: Loop network model. In this type of network, the water is distributed
throughout the various nodes by a grid of pipes.
2. Pumps. These equipments are used to boost the head at some loations in the
network in order to overome piping head losses and/or to surpass physial elevation
dierenes (like pumping water to an elevated tank). Two types of pumps an be
used in water distribution networks, suh as:
(a) Fixed speed pumps. The motor of the pump remains at a xed speed regard-
less of external fators.
(b) Variable speed pumps. The motor is onneted to a variable speed ontroller,
whih ontrols the rotation of the pump. This type of pumps are more exible,
being used in more appliations.
3. Valves. Those allow the water to ow in a given diretion, ontrolling water ow
and pressure in a distribution network. Can be used to shut-down entire portions
of the networks.
4. Nodes. Juntion points, usually onneting two or more pipes. Can be a dead-end
of a single pipe. Apart from the juntion use, nodes an have onsumption rates
assoiated or injet inows (also referred as negative demands).
5. Piping. Join the nodes of the network together and ontains water ow.
2.2.1 Frition losses
During the passage of water through the pipes, the frition between water and the pipe
walls leads to a head loss. This head loss is alulated using one of the following three
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approahes presented:
• Hazen-Williams formula, for head loss in pressure systems. It is the most used
formula, however it is only valid for water and was developed for turbulent ow.
• Dary-Weisbah formula, usable in all liquids and ow regimes.
• Chézy-Manning formula, usable on open ondut problems.
The formulae for the alulation of eah approah is presented in table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Pipe head loss Formulas for Full Flow (head loss in meters and ow rate in
ubi meters per seond) [8℄.
Formula Head loss due to frition
Hazen-Williams hL = 10.7C
−1.852d−4.871LQ1.852
Dary-Weisbah hL = 0.083f(ε, d,Q)d
−5LQ2
Chézy-Manning hL = 10.3n
2d−5.33LQ2
Notes: C =Hazen-Williams roughness oeient
ε = Dary-Weisbah roughness oeient
f = frition fator dependent of ε, d and Q
n = Manning roughness oeient
d = pipe diameter in m
L = pipe length in m
Q = ow rate in m3/s
2.3 Hydrauli simulation
Simulation software onsist of omputer based programs that allow modelling, simulation
and analysis of steady-state and transient systems, thus allowing to observe an operation
without atually performing it. Hydrauli simulators model the system and its ompo-
nents. These are of great importane for water distribution systems management, as
they make possible the study of the system previous to its installation. It is possible to
asertain the best option or layout for a piping system, pumping stations or reservoirs
easier and quiker, reduing projet time and ost and ensure the feasibility of the projet.
These allow also the improvement of existing systems, providing possible improvements,
and are a important tool while studying the behaviour of the system.
The hydrauli model of a simulation is an aggregation of hydrauli omponents, rep-
resented as nodes, whih form a network representation of the system being modelled.
The physial phenomena are based in marosopi parameters, whih inlude but are not
limited to:
• height of node;
• distane to node;
• size of node.
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It's possible to represent omplete networks with this approah, enabling a thorough
understanding of the hydrauli system.
All of these harateristis prove of great relevane as they endow:
• optimisation of hydrauli networks, when undertaking projet design;
• assessment of performane of an existing network, helping to nd problems.
2.4 Mathematial optimisation
Nowadays in engineering it is of uttermost importane to onsider ost and energy redu-
tion when projeting a proess. To improve these redutions, optimisation methods an
be applied.
Optimisation proesses onsist of obtaining the best onditions to operate a proess, in
order to obtain the best results possible. On the present days, optimisation proesses
are used in a broad range of appliations, suh as mehanis, eonomis and ontrol of
industry operations.
Optimisation problems often onsist of an attempt to maximize or minimize a mathemat-
ial funtion, alled in optimisation theory as objetive funtion. The objetive funtion
an depend of one or more variables. In some ases the mathematial funtion assoiated
with a proess is unknown. These ases are usually assoiated with physial proesses,
and the mathematial funtion that represent them are omplex. These types of prob-
lems are alled blak-box problems. On this ase, reahing the optimal solution beomes
harder as the lak of a lear mathematial funtion bloks aess to helpful information.
Figure 2.3 displays a shemati of the proess followed by blak-box optimisation. The
optimisation algorithm sends the optimisation variables to the blak-box software. After
alulation of the objetive funtion and onstraints, the blak-box software sends the
objetive funtion value and onstraint values to the optimisation algorithm. This yle
repeats until a dened stopping riteria is reahed.
Figure 2.3: Shemati display of the proesses involved in the a blak-box optimisation.
Objetive funtions an be linear or non-linear, and an be dierentiable or non-
dierentiable. In the latter, analysis is diult as dierentiable methods annot be
applied.
To reah the best result, variables in the objetive funtion are hanged. These are know
as optimisation variables. Sometimes onstraints are applied to the proess, representing
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thresholds or requisites that must be veried in the proess being optimized. The general
optimisation problem an be formulated by:
minimize f(x)
subjet to h(x) = 0
g(x) ≤ 0
x
min
i < xi < x
max
i ,
(2.1)
where f(x) is the objetive funtion, i = 1, · · · , n is the number of optimisation variables,
h(x) are equality onstraints and g(x) are inequality onstraints, respetively.
2.4.1 Classial algorithms
Classial optimisation methods an use dierential alulus, using the gradient of a fun-
tion to reah the objetive. This type of lassial algorithms of optimisation an only be
used to nd the optimal solution of ontinuous and dierentiable funtions. Solutions of
unknown funtions (blak-box problems) or of not dierentiable funtions are harder to
solve with these methods.
These methods guarantee that the solution found is exat, but doesn't guarantee that
the solution is the best. As example, gure 2.4 is a generi representation of a funtion
whih has three loal maximums (points A, C and E) and two loal minimums (points B
and D), being point C a global maximum and point D a global minimum. When using
a gradient-based algorithm and using a starting point between A and B, the minimum
found will be point B, that is only a loal minimum. Additionally, the use of dierent
starting points in multiple runs of the algorithm an lead to dierent results. Therefore,
the use of these methods in non-onvex funtions is hard to implement and disouraged.
Figure 2.4: Representation of a multiple loal minima and maxima funtion. This type
of funtion presents hallenges to lassial algorithms.
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2.4.2 Modern algorithms
Metaheuristi algorithms are dened as omputational methods that use iterations to im-
prove a solution. Although it does not guarantee an optimal solution, the introdution
of a random element allows the searh for the optimal solution throughout the whole so-
lution spaes. Some metaheuristi methods implement forms of stohasti optimisation.
In the example of gure 2.4, for a starting point between point A and point B, on the
seond iteration the solution tested an be between point C and D (as an example). In
the ase of a better solution, the previous iteration is disarded. Metaheuristi methods
are used to solve omplex optimisation problems. These methods are reognized as some
of the most pratial approahes to omplex problems, espeially for real-world problems
that are ombinatorial in nature [9℄. These methods are useful in situations where the
spae of the solution is very large and the approximate solution is not known. Most
metaheuristi methods are based in a ombination of the random searh method and the
stohasti hill-limbing method [10℄. The random searh method strategy is to try a solu-
tion from the solution searh spae using a uniform probability distribution. The strategy
used by the stohasti hill-limbing method is randomly seleting a neighbour andidate
solution and aepting it only if the result is an improvement [11℄. Dierent types of
metaheuristi methods exist, with the searh proess varying to eah one. Stohasti
algorithms are based on probabilisti and stohasti proesses. Stohasti proesses are
those whose behaviour is non-deterministi, i.e. randomness is assoiated with the nal
output. A deterministi model will always produe the same output from a given start-
ing ondition or initial state. The dierene between Stohasti Algorithms and other
algorithms based on probabilisti and stohasti proesses is that Stohasti Algorithms
don't have inspiring systems nor metaphorial explanations. These algorithms generate
and use random variables.
Evolutionary algorithms are inspired in biologial evolution, and uses mehanisms related
to it in order to approah a solution. This mehanisms inlude mutation, reprodution,
seletion and reombination. Solutions are obtained using the mentioned mehanisms
and evaluating a tness funtion. Another metaheuristi optimisation method, the phys-
ial algorithms are inspired in physial proesses, ranging from systems from metallurgy,
musi, interplay between ulture and evolution and omplex dynami systems suh as
avalanhes [11℄. Probabilisti Algorithms are those that use probabilist models to model
problems or to searh problem spaes. These algorithms use the result of a random dei-
sion based on probabilisti distribution instead of alulating the best solution. Swarm
algorithms are adaptive strategies inspired in olletive intelligene. Colletive intelli-
gene appears as a the ooperation of multiple individual agents to reah a ommon goal.
Eah of the agents is able to sense both itself as its surroundings The aggregation of
agents forms a swarm.
Immune algorithms are a part of the Artiial Immune Systems study, whih is a lass
of omputational intelligent systems inspired by the proess and mehanisms of the bi-
ologial immune system (primarily mammalian immunology). Neural algorithms make
use of artiial neural networks, with are omposed of proessing elements, alled ar-
tiial neurons. Artiial neural networks an have omplex global behaviours, as they
are aeted by the onnetions between the proessing elements of the network and the
element parameters. The neural algorithm adapts the weights of onnetions between
elements to produe the desired result.
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2.5 Human Mahine Interfae
A Human Mahine Interfae (HMI) is what allows interation between a human and a
mahine. Their use is widespread from industrial use, as in the sreens of mahinery, to
daily personal use, like the input buttons of a mobile phone. Two types of funtions an
be present:
• the input from the human user to the mahine, to allow adjustments to the mahine
or to request outputs;
• the display of output from the mahine to the user, to, as an example, allow infor-
mation from the mahine to be visible to the user.
2.5.1 Historial review
Human mahine interfaes start in history as a neessity of the users to interat with
the initial digital omputer. At the rst times of omputer usage, omputing power was
very limited and expensive. For this mahines, interfaes were rudimentary, onsisting
of punhed ards or equivalent as input and line printers as an output. The interation
between user and mahine was limited to the system operator onsole. The rst bath
systems assigned one job to the entire omputer, whih ould take hours or even days
[12℄. Command Line Interfaes (CLIs) appeared as an evolution from bath monitors that
were onneted to the system onsole. This model interated with the mahine through
series of request-response transations using speialized language to express the requests
to the mahine. The time of proess for this type of interation dropped signiantly
from the previous results with the bath system [12℄. From the appearane of oN-Line
System (NLS) with a mouse ursor and multiple windows of hypertext (1968) [13℄ and
the rst GUI developed at Xerox PARC, whih used windows, ions, and pop-up menus
[14℄, and whose work inluded the development of the Gypsy, the rst bitmap What You
See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG).
Apple piked up the work from Xerox PARC and developed Apple Lisa, in 1979, the rst
personal omputer oering a GUI that was direted at individual business users.
With the introdution of 32-bit hardware allowed further development of GUI design.
The Mirosoft Windows beneted gratly with this development, and introdued their
development over their Windows 1.0 (1985) and Windows 2.0 (1987) with the Windows
3.0 (1990)[15℄. The mainstream use of omputers started in the 1990s reated a fast
growing market that allowed a high level of ompetition for ommerial development,
leading to the appearane of the Windows 95 and the Ma OS, the preursors of the
modern GUI present in Personal Computers (PCs). The urrent development fous is
on portable devies and touh-sreen interfaes, related with the inreasing use of ell
phones and tablets seen in the last years. Another area of development is the gesture
interfae, allowing the user to interat without touhing the devie.
2.5.2 GUI Development
The GUI development is usually aided by the use of interfae builders (or GUI builders),
whih are software development tools that ease the proess of reation. These software
tools give the designer a drag and drop WYSIWYG editor, whih in turn allow for a
quiker visualisation of the GUI being produed. Alternatively, without the GUI builder
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the interfae must be built by ode. This methods does not give visual feedbak until
the ode is exeuted, impairing design on less experiened programmers.
Some options of software for GUI development inlude:
• Visual Studio
Visual studio is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) from Mirosoft. An
IDE is a software that provides tools for software development, normally onsisting
of soure ode editors, build automation tools and debuggers. Interpreters and
ompilers are part of some IDE as well. Visual Studio is used to develop onsole
and GUI appliations, as well as Windows Form appliations and web sites, appli-
ations and servies. It an also develop Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF)
appliations. Visual Studio supports a wide range of programming languages,
with C/C++, VB.NET, C# and F# being built-in. It supports XML/XSLT,
HTML/XHTML, Javasript and CSS as well. Visual Studio is distributed as a
Freeware with the "Express" versions of its omponents, or as a Trialware on its
Professional Editions.
• GTK+
GTK+, also know as GIMP [16℄ toolkit, is a multi-platform toolkit used to reate
GUIs. The + was added to distinguish between the original version of GTK and
the new version [17℄. It supports a wide range of programming languages, suh as
Perl and Python. The GTK+ software is free and is a part of the GNU Projet,
allowing use by developers,inluding to develop proprietary software [18℄.
• Qt
Qt is a multi-platform appliation and User Interfae (UI) framework from Digia
for developers that uses C++ or QML. It is widely used to develop software appli-
ations with GUIs and also to develop non-GUI appliations with features like le
handling, database aess, Extensible Markup Language (XML) parsing, thread
management and network support [19℄. Qt an be used under open soure (Library
General Publi Liene (LGPL) v2.1) or ommerial terms[20℄.
• wxWidgets
wxWidgets is a free and open-soure multi-platform C++ library, with bindings for
multiple programming languages, suh as Python, Perl and Ruby[21℄. wxWidgets
is urrently liensed under the "wxWindows Liene". The wxWindows Liene is
essentially the LGPL, with an exeption stating that derived works in binary form
may be distributed on the user's own terms[22℄.
2.5.3 Charateristis
The design of a GUI is hallenging as it has some important harateristis that it should
attend to suh as funtionality, aessibility, pleasure to use and must be logial to provide
quik learning to new users. A poor GUI an undermine a good work, rendering it useless
or unsatisfying if its interfae is frustrating to the user.
To reah a good interfae design, a number of harateristis should be taken into
onsideration [23℄. It should be lear to new users as well as frequent users. If the users
an't understand how to work with the interfae, it beomes impratial. The interfae
should be intuitive to the user, allowing the user to naturally and instintively use the
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interfae. The interfae should pleasant to the eye and still simple. While hallenging,
if sueeded it makes the whole experiene of the user more enjoyable. The interfae
should be able to handle mistakes, both from the user and the software. And nally the
interfae should be a way for the user to aomplish their tasks instead of being a list
of possible funtions to be used, meaning the interfae should be eient in the goals it
wants to ahieve.
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Chapter 3
Proposed solution
The present thesis intends to ahieve ost redutions assoiated with water pumping in
Water Supply System. The general optimisation problem assoiated with this objetive
an be desribed as:
minimize f(x),
subjet to h(x) = 0,
g(x) ≤ 0,
x
min
i < xi < x
max
i ,
(3.1)
where f(x) is the objetive funtion, i = 1, · · · , n is the number of optimisation variables
and h(x) and g(x) are equality and inequality onstraints, respetively.
In order to ahieve this objetive, the proposed solution inludes:
• the EPANET software, that produes the hydrauli simulation of the initial ase,
based on data retrieved by a previous study of the network;
• the use of an optimisation algorithm to improve the pump operation osts, using
EPANET to, at eah algorithm iteration, produe the new simulation and obtain
the new results for operating osts;
• Use a HMI to give the user all informations onerning the hanges made to the
pump shedule and operation osts, as well as generi informations from the net-
work, suh as water level at tanks.
A shemati of the proess an be seen in gure 3.1. The proess starts with a le
ontaining the network harateristis. This le an be reated by the EPANET software,
but is a proess prior to the optimisation. The data ontained in the le is stored in
the software responsible for the simulation. The EPANET simulation uses the previous
data and runs the WSS simulation. The simulation ode produes information sent to
the optimisation. This data is the value of the objetive funtion and the onstraints
information from the latest simulation. After the optimisation proess, the new variables
produed are sent to the stored data used by the EPANET simulation. This yle runs
until a dened stopping riteria is reahed.
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Figure 3.1: Shemati display of the proesses involved in the proposed solution.
3.1 Optimisation problem formulation
On the present work the optimisation problem onsists in the redution of osts assoiated
with water pumping in Water Supply System, thus being the objetive funtion. The
optimisation variables are the pump ontrols for a full day. The pumps onsidered are
of variable speed and the onsidered time step for the ontrols is of 1 hour. The total
number of variables is 48 for eah pump, i.e., for eah time-step two optimisation variables
are assoiated to eah pump, orresponding to the pump speed and the operation time.
The objetive funtion is alulated using the software EPANET. As there is no aess
to the funtion from EPANET that alulates the osts, the optimisation problem is a
blak-box problem.
The optimisation problem an be represented by:
minimize f(x) = Energy ost,
subjet to h(x) = 0,
g(x) ≤ 0,
x
min
i < xi < x
max
i ,
(3.2)
where f(x) is the objetive funtion, i = 1, · · · , n is the number of optimisation
variables, that inlude the pump time fration and the relative veloity of the pump, h(x)
are equality onstraints and g(x) are inequality onstraints. The Energy ost funtion is
alulated as:
Energy ost =
total steps∑
i=1
total pumps∑
j=1
[
Energyi,j × Priei
]
+ Fixed Cost, (3.3)
where the Energy for eah time step, i = 1, · · · , totalsteps and for eah pump j =
1, · · · , totalpumps, is alulated as:
Energyi,j = Pi,j × ti, (3.4)
with P being the power at the orrespondent time step for pump j and t the duration of
the pump ativation. The power is alulated with:
Pi,j =
ρgHi,jQi,j
ηi,j
, (3.5)
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being ρ the water density, g the standard gravity, H the pump head at the urrent time
step (in meters), Q the ow rate and η is the pump eieny for pump j. The xed
osts of the energy ost funtion is alulated with:
Fixed ost =
total pumps∑
j=1
Pj ,max ×Demand harge, (3.6)
with the demand harge being the additional energy harge per maximum kilowatt usage.
The pump head is alulated using:
H = A−BQC , (3.7)
where A, B and C are onstants related with the pump and Q is the ow rate. With
variable speed pumps the head values are shifted aording to:
Q1
Q2
= N1
N2
H1
H2
=
(
N1
N2
)2
, (3.8)
with N1 and N2 the standard and the new speed, respetively. The optimisation variables
are onstrained by
0 < xi < 1.
For the variables of time, the pump time fration is dened at eah time step. For this
variable, 0 orresponds to pump working for 0 minutes and 1 to the pump working for 60
minutes. The values between 0 and 1 an be transformed to minutes following a linear
equation:
time = xi × 60.
For the variables of pump speed, 0 orresponds to pump relative veloity of ω = 0.5 and
1 orresponds to ω = 2. The values between 0 and 1 an be transformed to the relative
speed of the pump by the following linear equation:
ω = 0.5 + (xi × 1.5).
The optimisation problem is subjeted to the following equality onstraint:
h(xj) = Lj,final − Lj,initial = 0 j = 1, . . . , t, (3.9)
with Linitial being the initial water level and Lfinal the nal water level of eah tank j.
The optimisation problem is subjeted to the following inequality onstraint:
g1(xj) = Lj − Lj,max ≤ 0 j = 1, . . . , t, (3.10)
g2(xj) = Lj − Lj,min ≥ 0 j = 1, . . . , t, (3.11)
with Lj being the urrent water level, Lj,max the maximum admitted level and Lj,min
the minimum admitted level for eah tank j.
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3.2 EPANET hydrauli simulator
The alulation of the objetive funtion of the problem formulated at 3.2 is made by
EPANET. EPANET is an hydrauli and water quality simulation software developed by
the United States Environment Protetion Ageny (EPA) and released in 1993. This
software allows the simulation of extended period simulations, both stati and dynami.
EPANET traks water ow in pipes, pressure in nodes and height of water in tanks
during the simulation period [24℄. EPANET an be used as a standalone program or as
a library (.dll) to be inluded in other programs.
EPANET is made of a state-of-the-art hydrauli analysis engine, and is able to[24℄:
• model networks with no size restrition;
• model onstant or variable speed pumps with an assoiated urve of funtion;
• model various types of valves;
• inlude minor head losses for bends, ttings, et;
• allow variations of diameter with height in storage tanks;
• assoiate demand patterns to eah individual node;
• alulate pumping energy and ost;
• alulate system operations based on simple tank level or timer ontrols or base on
omplex rule based ontrols;
• alulate frition headloss using the Hazen-Williams, Dary-Weisbah or Chezy-
Manning formulas.
To obtain the solutions for the heads and ows at eah time the hydrauli system
needs the solving of the equation for the onservation of ow at eah juntion and the
headloss aross eah link of the water network. These equations gives the hydrauli
balane of the network at a given time. EPANET hydrauli simulation model employs
a gradient method in order to solve the non-linear equations involved in the hydrauli
balane.
3.2.1 Gradient Method for the solution of hydrauli systems
EPANET uses an approah from Todini and Pilati(1988) [25℄ to solve the equations that
haraterize the hydrauli balane of the network. This approah is presented next.
The ow-headloss relation in a dened pipe between the nodes i and j is given by:
Hi −Hj = hij = rQ
n
ij +mQ
2
ij, (3.12)
where H is the nodal head, h is the headloss, r is the resistane oeient, Q is the
ow rate, n is the ow exponent and m is the minor loss oeient. The value of
the resistane oeient is dependant of the frition headloss formula being used. The
headloss for pumps an be represented by
hij = −ω
2(h0 − r(
Qij
ω
)n), (3.13)
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in whih h0 is the head of shut-o for the pump, ω is a relative speed setting, and r
and n are the pump urve oeients.
To attain the hydrauli balane, another set of equations must be satised. These
are the ow ontinuity equations for all nodes:∑
j
Qij −Di = 0 for i = 1, . . . N, (3.14)
in whih Di is the ow demand in the node i. By onvention, the ow into a node is
positive. The objetive of the balane is to nd heads Hi and ows Qij that satisfy
equations 3.12 and 3.14.
The gradient method starts with a rst estimate of ows in pipes that may not satisfy
ow ontinuity. From eah iteration the new nodal heads are obtained solving the matrix
equation:
AH = F, (3.15)
where A is an (N ×N) Jaobian matrix, H is an (N ×1) vetor of unknown nodal heads
and F is an (N × 1) vetor of right hand side terms.
The diagonal elements of the A matrix are given by:
Aii =
∑
j
pij, (3.16)
and the non-zero o-diagonal elements are given by:
Aij = −pij, (3.17)
where pij is the inverse derivative of the headloss in the link between the respetive nodes
nodes with respet to ow. For pumps, pij is given by
pij =
1
nω2r(
Qij
ω
)n−1
, (3.18)
while for pipes pij is given by
pij =
1
nr|Qij|n−1 + 2m|Qij |
. (3.19)
The F vetor onsists of net ow imbalanes at the node added to a ow orretion
fator:
Fi =

∑
j
Qij −Di

+∑
j
yij +
∑
f
pifHf , (3.20)
in whih the last term of the equation applies to any links that onnet node i to a xed
grade node f . The ow orretion fator yij for pipes is given by:
yij = pij
(
r|Qij|
n +m|Qij |
2
)
sgn(Qij), (3.21)
and for pumps it is given by:
yij = −pijω
2
(
h0 − r(
Qij
ω
)n
)
, (3.22)
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where sgn(Qij) is 1 when Qij is positive and −1 otherwise. Qij is always positive for
pumps, hene this term is omitted in the equation of pumps. After the alulation of
new heads by solving equation 3.15 the new ows are alulated using:
Qij = Qij − (yij − pij (Hi −Hj)) . (3.23)
The results are tested against a pre-determined tolerane of the sum of absolute ow
relative to the total ow in all links. If the tolerane is not respeted, equation 3.15 and
3.23 are solved again.
The implementation of the method in EPANET follows some essential steps, namely:
1. The linear system of equations 3.15 is solved with use of a sparse matrix method
based on node re-ordering;
2. At the rst iteration, ow in a pipe is assumed to be equal to the ow orresponding
to a veloity of 1 ft/se (30,48 m/se) and the ow in pumps is equal to the
design ow spei of the pump;
3. The resistane oeient for a pipe (r) is alulated based on one of three dierent
approahes, onretely:
• Hazen-Williams formula.
• Dary-Weisbah formula.
• Chézy-Manning formula.
The equations for eah formulation are present in table 2.1, previously presented
in setion 2.2.1.
4. The minor loss oeient dened in order of veloity head K is onverted to a
ow-based oeient with the following equation:
m =
0.02517K
d4
. (3.24)
3.3 Seleted optimisation algorithms
To solve the optimisation problem formulated at 3.2 two dierent algorithms are proposed.
The Limited Memory Algorithm for Bound Constrained optimisation (L-BFGS-B), a las-
sial algorithm and the ε Constrained Dierential Evolution (εDE), a modern algorithm.
Both algorithms are presented in the next two setions.
3.3.1 Limited Memory Algorithm for Bound Constrained optimisation
The L-BFGS-B is a limited memory quasi-Newton algorithm, used to solve large non-
linear optimisation problems, in whih there are simple bounds on the problem variables
[26℄. The problem on this algorithm is formulated as
minimize f(x)
subjet to l < x < u,
(3.25)
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where f : ℜn −→ ℜ is a non-linear funtion with an available gradient funtion g, in whih
the vetors l and u represent the lower and higher bounds of the variables, respetively,
and the number of variables, n, is assumed to be large. The gradient funtion g is
ontinuous.
The formulated optimisation problem is subjeted to the following equality onstraint:
h(xj) = Lj,final − Lj,initial = 0 j = 1, . . . , t, (3.26)
with Linitial being the initial water level and Lfinal the nal water level of eah tank j.
The optimisation problem is subjeted to the following inequality onstraint:
g1(xj) = Lj − Lj,max ≤ 0 j = 1, . . . , t, (3.27)
g2(xj) = Lj − Lj,min ≥ 0 j = 1, . . . , t, (3.28)
with Lj being the urrent water level, Lj,max the maximum admitted level and Lj,min
the minimum admitted level for eah tank j.
The mathematial desription of the algorithm was desribed by it's authors, Rihard
H. Byrd et al. in 1994 [26℄. For this algorithm, the gradient funtion g is alulated using
a nite dierene method alled the forward dierene, whih is represented by:
△h [f ](x) = f(x+ h)− f(x). (3.29)
The derivative of funtion f at x is given by:
f ′(x) = lim
h→+∞
f(x+ h)− f(x)
h
. (3.30)
For small h and h 6= 0 the forward dierene method approximates the derivative of f(x)
as:
f ′(x) ≈
f(x+ h)− f(x)
h
=
△h [f ](x)
h
. (3.31)
The onstraints from the formulated optimisation problem are added to the algorithm
using the exterior penalties method, whih penalises the objetive funtion using:
F = f + rh
l∑
k=1
(hk(X))
2 + rg
m∑
j=1
(max{0, gj(X)})
2, (3.32)
where F is the objetive funtion after penalization, f is the objetive funtion prior
to penalization, rh is the oeient for the equality onstraints and rg is the oeient
for the inequality onstraints.
For the implementation of this optimisation algorithm a C++ ode, ontaining around
2000 lines was developed [26℄. Besides the adaptation to the type of problem intended
to optimize in this work, one of the main dierenes introdued in the ode was the
implementation of a onstraint handling method based on the exterior penalties method,
referred above. Further inlusions in this ode inlude the gradient alulation for the
objetive funtion, based on the nite dierene method of the forward dierenes. These
inlusions, made in C++, allowed the use of this algorithm in the problem studied.
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3.3.2 ε Constrained Dierential Evolution
Being a part of the Stohasti Diret Searh methods, Dierential Evolution (DE) is
from a eld of Evolutionary Computation, being related with methods suh as Geneti
Algorithms, Evolutionary Programming and Evolution Strategies.DE was designed for
non-linear, non-dierentiable ontinuous funtion optimisation [11℄.
DE algorithms have a population of andidate solutions, whih are used trough iter-
ations of reombination, evaluation and seletion to ahieve the optimal result.
The reombination of andidate solutions is based in the weighed dierene between
two random seleted andidates (vetors b and ) added to a third andidate solution
(vetor a). The resulting andidate is mutated with a rossing vetor i. After this proess,
the reated andidate solutions are tested against the progenitor andidates. If better,
the hild andidate replaes the father in the population of andidate solutions. With
this method, while the population of andidates is spread out the variations made at
eah iteration will be high. As the solution onverges, the hanges beome smaller as
the distane between the andidates seleted for subtration (b and ) are smaller. To
note as well is the fat that the seletion in this method is made after the reombination
iterations making this a survival seletion instead of having parent seletion.
A simple implementation of a DE is show below in algorithm 1. In the presented ase
the population is treated as a vetor to improve learness of the ode.
The neessity of guaranteeing water level onstraints in the WSS problems leads to
addition of onstraint manage to DE algorithm. The algorithm proposed by Takahama
and Sakai [27℄, whih is used in this work, addresses this problem adding the ε onstrained
method to the standard DE algorithm. The ε ontrained method uses onstraint viola-
tions, φ(x) wih is given by [27℄
φ(x) = max {max {0, gj(x)} ,max |hj(x)|} , (3.33)
φ(x) =
∑
j
‖max {0, gj(x)} ‖
p +
∑
j
‖hj(x)‖
p, (3.34)
with p being a positive number. The ε level omparison denes the order relation of
a pair of objetive funtions, value and onstraint violation (f(x), φ(x)). The ε level
omparison denes the order of preedene of φ(x) over f(x), beause the feasibility of x
is more important than the minimization of f(x). For f1, f2 and φ1, φ2 being the funtion
values and onstraint violations at the point x1, x2 the ε level omparison for any ε ≥ 0
the <ε and ≤ε between (f1, φ1) and (f2, φ2) are dened as:
(f1, φ1) <ε (f2, φ2)⇔


f1 < f2, if φ1, φ2 ≤ ε,
f1 < f2, if φ1 = φ2,
φ1 < φ2, otherwise,
(3.35)
(f1, φ1) ≤ε (f2, φ2)⇔


f1 ≤ f2, if φ1, φ2 ≤ ε,
f1 ≤ f2, if φ1 = φ2,
φ1 < φ2, otherwise.
(3.36)
For the ase of ε = inf the omparison is equivalent to ordinary omparisons. For the
ase of ε = 0 the omparison orders the onstraint violation φ(x) preedes de funtion
value f(x).
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Algorithm 1 DE pseudo-ode
1: α←mutation rate ⊲ Commonly between 0.5 and 1.0, higher is more explorative
2: popsize← desired population size
3: P ← 〈〉 ⊲ Empty population(it's onvenient here to treat it as a vetor), of length
popsize
4: Q1←  ⊲ The parents. Eah parent Qi was responsible for reating the hild Pi
5: for i from 1 to popsize do
6: Pi ← New random individual
7: end for
8: Best← 
9: repeat
10: for eah individual Pi ∈ P do
11: AssessFitness(Pi)
12: if Q 6=  and Fitness(Qi) > Fitness(Pi) then
13: Pi ← Qi ⊲ Retain the parent, throw away the kid
14: end if
15: if Best =  or Fitness(Pi) > Fitness(Best) then
16: Best← Pi
17: end if
18: Q← P
19: for eah individual Qi ∈ Q do ⊲ We treat individuals as vetors below
20:
−→a ← a opy of an individual other than Qi , hosen at random with
replaement from Q
21:
−→
b ← a opy of an individual other than Qi or
−→a , hosen at random with
replaement from Q
22:
−→c ← a opy of an individual other than Qi,
−→a or
−→
b , hosen at random
with replaement from Q
23:
−→
d ← −→a + α(
−→
b −−→c ) ⊲ Mutation is just a arithmeti vetor
24: Pi ← one hild from Crossover(
−→
d ,Copy(Qi))
25: end for
26: end for
27: until Best is the ideal solution or we ran out of time
28: return b
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In the appliation of the εDE algorithm in the water supply systems tested during
the present work, violations arise from the non-observane of the equation of ontinuity
of water level.
if Li,final − Li,initial 6= 0⇒ v1i = Li,final − Li,initial,∀i = 1, . . . , t. (3.37)
The violation v1 is the dierene between the initial level Linitial and the nal level Lfinal
of eah tank i.
Violations arise as well from disrespet of maximum tank levels:
if Li − Li,max > 0⇒ v2i = Li − Li,max,∀i = 1, . . . , t. (3.38)
as well as from disrespet of minimum tank levels:
if Li − Li,min < 0⇒ v3i = Li − Li,min,∀i = 1, . . . , t. (3.39)
The violations v2 and v3 are the dierene between the atual water level, Li, and
the maximum level Li,max or minimum level, Li,min, respetively, for eah time-step i.
The total violation for eah solution is the sum of the previous violations (equation
3.40 ).
vi = v1i + v2i + v3i,∀i = 1, . . . , t. (3.40)
For the implementation of this optimisation algorithm a C++ ode, with around 900
lines of developed ode. The developed ode was based in a C ode from the author of the
algorithm [27℄. The ode was linked to the hydrauli simulation using the EPANET ex-
ternal libraries, allowing the alulation of both the objetive funtion and the onstraint
violations needed to the optimisation by this algorithm.
3.4 Optimisation variables aggregation
In the presented methodology a new approah was followed in order to redue the number
of optimisation variables, simplifying the optimisation problem. This approah onsisted
in agglomeration of the optimisation variables taking into aount the water demands and
the energy tari. During a ertain period ontaining several time-steps, if it is attested
that both water demand and energy tari remain onstant, then the orrespondent time-
steps an be aggregated into only one. This means that, for example, if four time-steps
are available for aggregation, instead of eight optimisation variables (four time-steps
with two optimisation variables per time-step and per pump) there will be onsiderate
only two variables (one time-step with two optimisation variables per time-step and per
pump).
3.5 HMI
To display the results obtained from the optimisation of the WSS it is proposed the
development of an HMI. The development of the HMI, in this situation a GUI, followed
3 dierent steps: idealization, mok-up design and nal design. The idea for this GUI
was to reah a transparent and easy to understand interfae. Learning time for new users
should be almost instantaneous. Elements used in the interfae should be ommon to
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other software to ease user experiene. To ahieve this, the solution found intended to
present results in a tabular sheme, eah tab presenting dierent data. With the use of
software Balsamiq Mokups, the initial mok-ups were developed. In gure 3.2 the initial
sreen of the GUI is presented. In this sreen, the user selet the type of optimisation and
the network to optimize. The user gives the order to start the optimisation by liking
the button start.
Figure 3.2: Mok-up of the initial sreen of the GUI
In gure 3.3 the pump ontrol sreen of the GUI is presented. In this sreen, the user
is able to read information, graphially, about the ontrol of the pumps.
Figure 3.3: Mok-up of the pump ontrol sreen of the GUI
In gure 3.4 the pump ontrol sreen of the GUI is presented. In this sreen, the user
is able to read information, graphially, about the evolution of water level in the tanks,
during the day.
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Figure 3.4: Mok-up of the water level sreen of the GUI
In gure 3.4 the pump ontrol sreen of the GUI is presented. In this sreen, the user
is able to read information about the ost redutions reahed by the algorithm used.
Figure 3.5: Mok-up of the nal results sreen of the GUI
3.6 Developed GUI
To develop the GUI, the software used was Visual Studio 2010. The seletion of this
software was based on the vast array of funtionalities it possesses and it's use would
ease onnetion with the algorithms ode, whih was developed using the same software.
Based on the mok-ups previously made, presented in setion 3.5, the GUI developed
is displayed in this setion. Figure 3.6 displays the starting page of the GUI (START
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PAGE). The user selets the type of optimisation and the network to optimize with
a ombo box. After both are seleted, the START button at the enter of the GUI
beomes ative. After the user presses the start button, the optimisation takes plae.
This proess an be stopped at any time pressing the button at the bottom right of the
GUI. At the same loation, exists a progress bar, allowing the user to aess the progress
of the optimisation.
Figure 3.6: Interfae Starting page
After the optimisation is nished, the tabs PUMP CONTROLS (gure 3.7), WATER
LEVEL (gure 3.8) and ESTIMATED SAVINGS (gure 3.9). The button SAVE, whih
allows the user to save the results to a text le and the button EPANET REPORT,
whih opens the report le reate by EPANET also beome ative.
Figure 3.7 shows the tab PUMP CONTROLS, where two bar plots display the usage
of the pump, both with usage time and pump veloity. The existene of more pumps
reates more tabs, one for eah pump.
Figure 3.8 shows the tab WATER LEVEL, where the water level of a tank is displayed
through the use of a hart . The existene of more tanks reates more tabs, one for eah
tanks.
Figure 3.9 shows the last tab, ESTIMATED SAVINGS. In this tab the user is pre-
sented with the ost value of the network prior to optimisation and after optimisation,
to be able to evaluate the suess of the operation.
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Figure 3.7: Interfae Pump ontrol page
Figure 3.8: Interfae Water level page
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Figure 3.9: Interfae Estimated savings page
The user an start another optimisation, by simply seleting another option at START
PAGE and pressing the START button.
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Chapter 4
Numerial Results
4.1 Benhmarks
To validate future results obtained by the implemented algorithms, those must be pre-
viously validated using standard test funtions. This method allows testing the perfor-
mane of mentioned algorithms. Although these funtions are unonstrained, unlike the
WSS that are objet of study in this work, these funtions an give input of the orret
funtioning of the algorithms.
4.1.1 Test Funtions
De Jong's funtion
The De Jong's rst equation is also know as the sphere equation. It's one of the simplest
test benhmarks and was rst proposed by Kenneth Alan de Jong [28℄. The funtion is
ontinuous, onvex and unimodal. The general denition of the funtion is given by:
f(x) =
n∑
i=1
x2i . (4.1)
The solution spae is usually restrited to a hyperube dened as −5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12,
for i = 1, . . . , n. The global minimum of the funtion f(x) = 0 is obtained at xi = 0, i =
1, . . . , n. A 3D representation of the De Jong funtion with n = 2 is shown in gure 4.1.
Axis parallel hyper-ellipsoid funtion
Also know as the weighted sphere model, this funtion is similar to De Jong funtion.
The funtion is ontinuous, onvex and unimodal. The general denition of the funtion
is presented in:
f(x) =
n∑
i=1
ix2i . (4.2)
The searh universe is usually also restrited to a hyperube dened as −5.12 ≤
xi ≤ 5.12, for i = 1, . . . , n. The global minimum of the funtion f(x) = 0 is obtained
at xi = 0, i = 1, . . . , n. A Three Dimensions (3D) representation of the Axis parallel
hyper-ellipsoid funtion with n = 2 is shown is gure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: 3D representation of the De Jong funtion for the hyperube dened as
−5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12 and i = 2.
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Figure 4.2: 3D representation of the Axis parallel hyper-ellipsoid funtion for the hyper-
ube dened as −5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12 and i = 2.
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Figure 4.3: 3D representation of the Rosenbrok valley problem for the hyperube dened
as −2.048 ≤ xi ≤ 2.048 and i = 2.
Rosenbrok's valley
Also know as the banana funtion or the seond funtion of De Jong, the Rosenbrok
valley problem is a lassi optimisation problem that was rst proposed by Kenneth Alan
de Jong [28℄. The general denition of the funtion is presented in equation 4.3:
f(x) =
n−1∑
i=1
[
100 ×
(
xi−1 − x
2
i
)2
+ (1− xi)
2
]
(4.3)
The searh area is usually restrited to a hyperube dened as −2.048 ≤ xi ≤
2.048, for i = 1, . . . , n. The global minimum of the funtion f(x) = 0 is obtained at
xi = 0, i = 1, . . . , n. The minimum lays inside a long, narrow and paraboli shaped at
valley, whih an be seen in gure 4.3. This problem auses diulties beause, while
nding the valley is trivial, to nd the global minimum is diult. A 3D representation
of the Rosenbrok's valley problem with n = 2 is shown is gure 4.3.
Easom's Funtion
The Easom funtion is an optimisation problem where the global minimum has a small
area, relatively to the searh spae. The funtion is unimodal, and its general mathemat-
ial denition is presented as:
f(x1, x2) = − cos(x1) cos(x2) exp
[
−(x1 − π)
2 − (x2 − π)
2
]
. (4.4)
The test area is usually restrited to a hyperube dened as −100 ≤ x1 ≤ 100,−100 ≤
x2 ≤ 100. The global minimum of the funtion f(x) = 0 is obtained at (x1, x2) = (π, π).
A 3D representation of the Easom's Funtion is shown in gure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: 3D representation of Easom's funtion, represented in the spae 0 ≤ x ≤ 2π
and 0 ≤ y ≤ 2π.
Rastrigin Funtion
Rastrigin's funtion is a variation of the original De Jong funtion, to whih is added
osine modulation in order to produe frequent loal minima and maxima. The Rastrigin
Funtion is highly multimodal, but the distribution of the loal extremes is regularly
distributed. The general denition of the funtion is presented in equation 4.5:
f(x) =
n∑
i=1
(
x2i − 10 cos(2πxi) + 10
)
). (4.5)
Equally to De Jong Funtion, the searh spae is usually restrited to a hyperube
dened as −5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12, and i = 1, . . . , n. The global minimum of the funtion
f(x) = 0 is obtained at xi = 0, i = 1, . . . , n. A 3D representation of the Rastrigin
Funtion is shown is gure 4.5.
Akley's Funtion
Akley's Funtion is a widely used optimisation test problem. It is a multimodal problem.
The general denition of the funtion is written as:
f(x) = −20 exp

−0.2
√√√√ 1
n
n∑
i=1
x2i

− exp
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
cos(2πxi)
)
+ 20 + e (4.6)
The test area is usually restrited to a hyperube dened as −32.768 ≤ xi ≤ 32.768,
and i = 1, . . . , n. The global minimum of the funtion f(x) = 0 is obtained at xi = 0, i =
1, . . . , n. A 3D representation of the Akley's Funtion is shown is gure 4.6.
Shwefel's Funtion
Shwefel's Funtion is an optimisation problem that an ause problems to tested algo-
rithms for its deeptive behaviour, as the global minima is geometrially distant to the
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Figure 4.5: 3D representation of the Rastrigin Funtion for the hyperube dened as
−5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12 and i = 2.
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Figure 4.6: 3D representation of the Akley's Funtion for the hyperube dened as
−32.768 ≤ xi ≤ 32.768 and i = 2.
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Figure 4.7: 3D representation of the Shwefel's Funtion for the hyperube dened as
−500 ≤ xi ≤ 500 and i = 2.
next best loal minima. This an ause problems of onvergene to some algorithms.
The general denition of the funtion is given by:
f(x) =
n∑
i=1
[
−xi sin(
√
|xi|)
]
. (4.7)
The test area is usually restrited to a hyperube dened as −500 ≤ xi ≤ 500, and
i = 1, . . . , n. The global minimum of the funtion f(x) = −418.9829n is obtained at
xi = 420.9687, i = 1, . . . , n. A 3D representation of the Shwefel's Funtion is shown is
gure 4.7.
Mihalewiz's Funtion
The Mihalewiz's Funtion is a multimodal optimisation problem. The general denition
of the funtion is presented as:
f(x) = −
n∑
i=1
sin(xi)
[
sin(
ix2i
π
)
]2m
. (4.8)
The test area is usually restrited to a hyperube dened as 0 ≤ xi ≤ π, and
i = 1, . . . , n. It is usually set m = 10. The global minimum of the funtion as been
aproximated by f(x) = −4.687 for n = 5 and f(x) = −9.66 for n = 10. A 3D represen-
tation of the Mihalewiz's Funtion is shown is gure 4.8.
4.1.2 Benhmark Results
The representation of the optimisation formulation for eah of the following funtions
an be given by:
minimize f(x),
subjet to x
min
i < xi < x
max
i ,
(4.9)
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Figure 4.8: 3D representation of the Mihalewiz's Funtion for the hyperube dened
as 0 ≤ xi ≤ π and i = 2.
where f(x) is the objetive funtion and i = 1, · · · , t is the number of optimisation
variables.
For eah funtion, to solve the proposed optimisation problem the εDE method was
used with a population of 50 individuals, a saling fator of 0.7, a rossover rate of 0.9
and a maximum number of generations of 50 generations
Equally, using the L-BFGS-B method to solve the optimisation problem, the given
disturbane value for the gradient was 0.0001. The value given to the fator assoiated
with the stopping riteria was 1.0e7.
De Jong's funtion
To the optimisation of the De Jong's funtion were used 20 optimisation variables, with
−5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12. The results for the De Jong's funtion optimisation are displayed
in table 4.1 and in gure 4.9. The obtained results show a quiker onvergene by the
L-BFGS-B method, and good results on the nal value by both methods. These results
were expeted, as the L-BFGS-B method thrives in onvex nature funtions. The value
of the De Jong funtion at the start of the εDE optimisation is dierent from the value
of De Jongs funtion at the start of the L-BFGS-B beause the starting point for the
εDE is random, while for the L-BFGS-B the starting value was xi = 0.5.
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of f(x) of De Jong's funtion when using the εDE method (in
blak) and the L-BFGS-B method (in dashed gray).
Table 4.1: optimisation results of De Jong's funtion for the εDE method and the
L-BFGS-B method.
Optimum value Evaluations
Theoretial 0
εDE 4.83E-17 3000
L-BFGS-B 3.75E-23 5
Axis parallel hyper-ellipsoid funtion
The optimisation of the Axis parallel hyper-ellipsoid funtion was made with 20 optimisa-
tion variables, with −5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12. The results for the Axis parallel hyper-ellipsoid
funtion optimisation are displayed in table 4.2 and in gure 4.10. The obtained results
show a quiker onvergene by the L-BFGS-B method and good results on the nal value
by both methods. These were the expeted results, as the onvex nature of the funtion
benets the gradient searh method applied by the L-BFGS-B. The starting values of
both the εDE optimisation and the L-BFGS-B optimisation are dierent beause while
the starting point for the εDE is random, for the L-BFGS-B the starting value was
xi = 0.5.
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Figure 4.10: Evolution of f(x) of the Axis parallel hyper-ellipsoid funtion when using
the εDE method (in blak) and the L-BFGS-B method (in dashed gray).
Table 4.2: optimisation results of Axis parallel hyper-ellipsoid funtion for the εDE
method and the L-BFGS-B method.
Optimum value Evaluations
Theoretial 0
εDE 4.53E-17 3000
L-BFGS-B 6.32E-10 40
Rosenbrok's valley
The optimisation of the Rosenbrok's valley funtion was made with 20 optimisation
variables, with −2.048 ≤ xi ≤ 2.048. The results for the Rosenbrok's valley funtion
optimisation are displayed in table 4.3 and in gure 4.11. The obtained results show
a quiker onvergene by the L-BFGS-B method, and good results on the nal value
by both methods. Figure 4.11 shows that the L-BFGS-B method onverge very fast to
the valley of the funtion, while the rened searh for the optimum point takes more
evaluations. This is due to the low derivative of the funtion within the valley. As with
the previous funtions, the dierene of the starting points for the εDE method and the
L-BFGS-B is due to the random starting points in the εDE, while for the L-BFGS-B the
starting point was xi = 0.5.
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Figure 4.11: Evolution of f(x) of the Rosenbrok's valley funtion when using the εDE
method (in blak) and the L-BFGS-B method (in dashed gray).
Table 4.3: optimisation results of Rosenbrok's funtion for the εDE method and the
L-BFGS-B method.
Optimum value Evaluations
Theoretial 0
εDE 4.68E-13 3000
L-BFGS-B 2.30E-03 328
Easom's Funtion
The optimisation of the Easom's Funtion was made with 2 optimisation variables, with
−100 ≤ x1 ≤ 100,−100 ≤ x2 ≤ 100.
The results for the Easom's funtion optimisation are displayed in table 4.4 and
in gure 4.12. The obtained results show onvergene by the εDE method, but the
L-BFGS-B method is unable to reah any results. The nature of the funtion, whose 3D
representation is presented in subsetion 4.1.1 (gure 4.4), limits the feasibility of the
L-BFGS-B method to the small area around the optimum point. Outside that area, the
derivative of the funtion is 0, not giving any useful information to the progress of the
L-BFGS-B method.
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Figure 4.12: Evolution of f(x) of the Easom's funtion when using the εDE method (in
blak).
Table 4.4: optimisation results of Easom's funtion for the εDE method and the
L-BFGS-B method.
Optimum value Evaluations
Theoretial -1
εDE -0.99 3000
L-BFGS-B n/a n/a
Rastrigin Funtion
For the optimisation of the Rastrigin funtion were used 20 optimisation variables, with
−5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12. The results for the Rastrigin funtion optimisation are displayed in
table 4.5 and in gure 4.13. The obtained results show onvergene by the εDE method,
however the L-BFGS-B method is unable to reah results. The nature of the funtion,
whose 3D representation is presented in subsetion 4.1.1 (gure 4.5), limits the feasibility
of the L-BFGS-B method as it has many loal minima. As it only works with a starting
point near the optimum value, no useful information about the progress of the L-BFGS-B
method is obtained.
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Figure 4.13: Evolution of f(x) of the Rastrigin funtion when using the εDE method (in
blak).
Table 4.5: optimisation results of Rastrigin funtion for the εDE method and the
L-BFGS-B method.
Optimum value Evaluations
Theoretial 0
εDE 2.83E-08 3000
L-BFGS-B n/a n/a
Akley's Funtion
The optimisation of the Axis parallel hyper-ellipsoid funtion was made with 20 optimi-
sation variables, with −32.768 ≤ xi ≤ 32.768. The results for the Akley funtion
optimisation are displayed in table 4.6 and in gure 4.14. The obtained results show
onvergene by the εDE method, but the L-BFGS-B method is unable to reah results.
Akley's funtion, whose 3D representation is presented in subsetion 4.1.1 (gure 4.6),
has many loal minima. The L-BFGS-B method applied to this funtion gives no useful
information about the progress of the algorithm.
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Figure 4.14: Evolution of f(x) of the Akley's funtion when using the εDE method (in
blak).
Table 4.6: optimisation results of Akley's funtion for the εDE method and the
L-BFGS-B method.
Optimum value Evaluations
Theoretial 0
εDE 2.23E-08 3000
L-BFGS-B n/a n/a
Shwefel's Funtion
To the optimisation of the De Jong's funtion were used 10 optimisation variables, with
−500 ≤ xi ≤ 500.
The results for the Shwefel's funtion optimisation are displayed in table 4.7 and
in gure 4.15. The obtained results show onvergene by the εDE method. However,
the L-BFGS-B method is unable to reah results. The nature of the funtion, whih 3D
representation is presented in subsetion 4.1.1 (gure 4.7), limits the feasibility of the
L-BFGS-B method as it has a deeptive behaviour, as the global minima of the funtion
is geometrially distant to the next best loal minima. The funtion also has many loal
minima. For this the use of the L-BFGS-B method does not give information about the
progress of the algorithm.
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Figure 4.15: Evolution of f(x) of the Shwefel's funtion when using the εDE method
(in blak).
Table 4.7: optimisation results of Shwefel's funtion for the εDE method and the
L-BFGS-B method.
Optimum value Evaluations
Theoretial -837.9658
εDE -837.9658 3000
L-BFGS-B n/a n/a
Mihalewiz's Funtion
For the optimisation of the Mihalewiz's funtion were used 5 optimisation variables,
with 0 ≤ xi ≤ π. The value m was set at 10. The results for the Mihalewiz's
funtion optimisation are displayed in table 4.8 and in gure 4.16. The obtained results
show onvergene by the εDE method. The L-BFGS-B method, however, is unable
to reah results. The nature of the funtion, whih 3D representation is presented in
subsetion 4.1.1 of this work, gure 4.8, limits the feasibility of the L-BFGS-B method as
it has null derivatives in the most part of the solution, not giving any useful information
to the progress of the L-BFGS-B method.
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Figure 4.16: Evolution of f(x) of the Mihalewiz's funtion when applying the on-
strained dierential algorithm
Table 4.8: optimisation results of Mihalewiz's funtion for the εDE method and the
L-BFGS-B method.
Optimum value Evaluations
Theoretial -4.687
εDE -4.686 6000
L-BFGS-B n/a n/a
4.2 Basi Network
4.2.1 Network Modelling
A simple network, represented in gure 4.17, seleted from the study of Coelho et al. [29℄
was used to evaluate the algorithms proposed in this work. This network is omposed of
a reservoir, R, with an elevation of 50 meters, a pump, P, responsible for the pumping of
water from the reservoir to a variable level tank, T, with 400 meters of elevation. Tank
T has a diameter of 40 meters, a minimum level of 0.5 meters and a maximum level
of 5 meters. The initial level in tank T is 1 meter. A onsumption node, D, has an
elevation of 300 meters and is supplied by the variable level tank. The base demand of
the onsumption node D is 10 l/s, with the demand pattern for a day represented in
gure 4.18. The energy osts onsidered in this problem are represented in gure 4.19
in whih the taris for eah hour are shown. The harateristi urve of the pump is
presented in gure 4.20, with the relative speeds onsidered in this work (ω = 0.5 and
ω = 2) inluded. Initial values of the network modelling are presented in table 4.9. The
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Figure 4.17: Sheme of Basi network.
total ost, for a simulation with a duration of 24 periods of 1 hour eah, was shown to
be of 360,42e.
Table 4.9: Initial values of energy and ost for the Basi Network
Energy Consumption Average Power Maximum Power Daily Cost
(kWh/m
3
) (kW) (kW) (e)
1.27 134.79 136.48 360.42
4.2.2 Results Comparison
The optimisation problem for the Basi network an be represented by:
minimize f(x) = energy ost,
subjet to h(x) = ontinuity ondition = 0,
g(x) = levels limits ≤ 0,
x
min
i < xi < x
max
i ,
(4.10)
where f(x) is the objetive funtion, alulated with the use of EPANET , i = 1, · · · , 48 is
the number of optimisation variables, h(x) are equality onstraints and g(x) are inequality
onstraints. For the variables of time the pump is on at eah time step, the values between
0 and 1 obtained from the optimisation an be transformed to minutes following a linear
equation:
time = xi × 60.
For the variables of pump speed, the values obtained from the optimisation an be
transformed to the relative speed of the pump ω following a linear equation:
ω = 0.5 + (xi × 1.5).
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Figure 4.18: Consumption pattern assoiated with Basi Network.
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Figure 4.19: Energy tari (e) assoiated with Basi Network.
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Figure 4.20: Charateristi urve of the pump used in the Basi Network problem, with
the representation for three distint relative speeds: the nominal speed (ω = 1), the
minimum speed (ω = 0.5) and the maximum speed (ω = 2)
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The optimisation problem is subjeted to the following equality onstraint:
h(x) = Lfinal − Linitial = 0, (4.11)
with Linitial being the initial water level and Lfinal the nal water level of the tank.
The optimisation problem is subjeted to the following inequality onstraint:
g1(x) = L− Lmax, (4.12)
g2(x) = L− Lmin, (4.13)
with L being the urrent water level, Lmax = 6 being the maximum admitted level and
Lmin = 0.5 the minimum admitted level for the tank.
To solve the proposed optimisation problem the εDE method was used with a popu-
lation of 50 individuals, a saling fator of 0.7, a rossover rate of 0.9 and a maximum
number of generations of 500 generations.
Using the L-BFGS-B method to solve the optimisation problem, the given disturbane
value for the gradient was 0.0001. The value given to the fator assoiated with the
stopping riteria was 1.0e7. After aggregation, the number of optimisation variables is
22.
In table 4.10 the obtained results of the optimisation of the Basi network presented
in subsetion 4.2.1 by the εDE method, the DE method and the optimisation by the
L-BFGS-B method, with a omparison of number of evaluation, CPU time, ost and
ost redution between the mentioned methods are presented. The DE method used as
omparison uses the exterior penalties method to inlude restritions in its evaluations.
Table 4.10: optimisation results of Basi network benhmark for the DE method, the
εDE method and the L-BFGS-B method.
Method Evaluations CPU time (min) Cost e/day Cost redution (%)
εDE 25000 19.8 82 77.2
DE 30000 28 70.9 80.3
L-BFGS-B 52 0.6 73.01 79.7
While all methods ahieved signiant ost redutions (over 75 %) the best results
were obtained by the DE method. The results obtained from εDE method are limited
by the onstrains previously presented, sine the obtained solution does not inur in
violations, and for that only solutions that have no error are onsidered by the method.
The L-BFGS-B method requires only a small number of evaluations to ahieve the nal
value. The evolution of the objetive funtion for the L-BFGS-B method is ompared
to the evolution of the objetive funtion for the εDE method in gure 4.21. From the
observane of gure 4.21 is visible an inrement of the objetive funtion. This is due
to the nature of the εDE method, whih takes privilege to a derease in the total error,
independently of the growth of the objetive funtion.
The nal solution obtained from the εDE respets all onstraints. Suh situation
an be onrmed from gure 4.22. Both minimum and maximum levels of the tank
are respeted, and the ontinuity equations is veried as well. The ows at the pump
neessary for this solution are also present in gure 4.22. In gure 4.23 it is observable
the ontrols given to the pumps after the optimisation. Comparing the pump ativity
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Figure 4.21: Cost funtion evolution throughout the optimisation proess for Basi Net-
work using the εDE method (in blak) and the L-BFGS-B method (in dashed gray) .
(gure 4.22 and 4.23) with the energy tari (gure 4.19 ) it is observable that the pumps
are ative in the time periods just before the inrease of energy ost (from 6h to 8h) and
start again just after the energy tari lower (from 22 h to 24h).
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Figure 4.22: Pump ow (l/s) and tank level variation (m) during a day, after optimisation
by the εDE method.
The nal solution obtained from the L-BFGS-B respets both the maximum and
minimum level onstraints. The ontinuity onstraint is not ahieved, although by only
a small dierene. The ows at the pump neessary for this solution are also present
in gure 4.24. In gure 4.25 it is observable the ontrols given to the pumps after the
optimisation. In this optimisation proess, the pump is ative only in the rst hour of
the day. The ost redution is obtained with hanges in the shedule of operation of the
pump.
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Figure 4.23: Pump ontrols (pump speed and operation time) during the day, after
optimisation by the εDE method.
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Figure 4.24: Pump ow (l/s) and tank level variation (m) during a day, after optimisation
by the L-BFGS-B method.
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Figure 4.25: Pump ontrols (pump speed and operation time) during the day, after
optimisation by the L-BFGS-B method.
4.3 Walski Network
4.3.1 Network Modelling
Another network used to evaluate the algorithm proposed in this work is an adaptation
of a system proposed by Walski et al. [30℄. This network is omposed of one reservoir,
R, with 97.5 meters of elevation. One pumping station, with two idential pumps, that
pump water to a variable level tank T, that has an elevation of 160 meters. The minimum
and maximum levels of the tank T are 0.5 and 12 meters, respetively, and the initial
level is 6 meters. Eight onsumption nodes have assoiated three distint patterns of
onsumption, D1, D2 and D3, represented in gure 4.28. The base demand of eah node
D varies between 4.54 and 35.20 m
3
/h. The energy osts onsidered in this network are
represented in gure 4.27 in whih the taris for eah hour are shown. Both pumps
are similar, with the harateristi urve of the pump presented in gure 4.29. Other
examplesof urves of relative speeds onsidered in this work (ω = 0.5 and ω = 2) are
inluded.
Initial values of the network modelling are presented in table 4.11. The total ost ,for
a simulation with a duration of 24 periods of 1 hour eah, was shown to be of 499.42e.
Table 4.11: Initial values of energy and ost for the Walski Network
Pump Energy Consumption Average Power Maximum Power Daily Cost (e)
(kWh/m
3
) (kW) (kW) (e)
P1 0.26 22.75 29.86 249.71
P2 0.26 22.75 29.86 249.71
Total Cost 499.42
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Figure 4.26: Sheme of the Walski network, drawn with EPANET software.
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Figure 4.27: Energy tari (e) assoiated with Walski Network.
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Figure 4.28: Consumption patterns assoiated with Walski Network.
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Figure 4.29: Chara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urve of the pump used in the Walski Network problem, with
the representation for three distint relative speeds: the nominal speed (ω = 1), the
minimum speed (ω = 0.5) and the maximum speed (ω = 2)
4.3.2 Results Comparison
The optimisation problem for the Walski network an be represented by:
minimize f(x) = energy ost,
subjet to h(x) = ontinuity ondition = 0,
g(x) = levels limits ≤ 0,
x
min
i < xi < x
max
i ,
(4.14)
where f(x) is the objetive funtion, alulated using EPANET. Having two separated
pumps, the number of variables is i = 96. Equation h(x) are equality onstraints and g(x)
are inequality onstraints. for the pump ativation time variables the values between 0
and 1 obtained from the optimisation an be transformed to minutes following a linear
equation:
time = xi × 60.
For the variables of pump speed, the values obtained from the optimisation an be
transformed to the relative speed of the pump ω following a linear equation:
ω = 0.5 + (xi × 1.5).
The optimisation problem is subjeted to the following equality onstraint:
h(x) = Lfinal − Linitial = 0, (4.15)
with Linitial being the initial water level and Lfinal the nal water level of the tank.
The optimisation problem is subjeted to the following inequality onstraint:
g1(x) = L− Lmax, (4.16)
g2(x) = L− Lmin, (4.17)
with L being the urrent water level, Lmax = 12 being the maximum admitted level and
Lmin = 0.5 the minimum admitted level for the tank.
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As with the optimisation of the Basi network, the εDE method was used with a
population of 50 individuals, a saling fator of 0.7, a rossover rate of 0.9 and a maximum
number of generations of 500 generations.
To solve the optimisation problem for the Walski network the L-BFGS-B method was
given a disturbane value of 0.0001. The value given to the fator assoiated with the
stopping riteria was 1.0e7.
In table 4.12 are presented the results of the optimisation of the Walski network
presented in subsetion 4.3.1 by the εDE method, the DE method and the optimisation
by the L-BFGS-B method, with a omparison of number of evaluation, CPU time, ost
and ost redution between the mentioned methods.
Table 4.12: optimisation results of Walski network benhmark for the DE method, the
εDEmethod and the L-BFGS-B method
Method Evaluations CPU time (min) Cost e/day Cost redution (%)
εDE 25000 50 342.1 31.5
Pump 1 141.2 43.5
Pump 2 200.9 19.5
DE 25000 40 312.0 37.5
Pump 1 129.6 48.1
Pump 2 182.4 26.9
L-BFGS-B 100 5 378.3 24.3
Pump 1 189.1 24.3
Pump 2 189.1 24.3
While the εDE and the DE methods ahieved less signiant ost redutions than
those obtained with Basi network, those redutions still range values from 30% to 40%.
The best results were obtained by the L-BFGS-B method, although at the expense of
onstraint penalties. The low penalty oeients given to the L-BFGS-B optimisation
aused the ontinuity onstraint to be violated. The results obtained from εDE method
are limited by the onstrains previously presented, sine the obtained solution does not
inur in violations, and for that only solutions that have no error are onsidered by the
method. The L-BFGS-B method has a lower redution than the other two methods, but
is muh faster to reah it's optimum value. The evolution of the objetive funtion for
the L-BFGS-B method is ompared to the evolution of the objetive funtion for the
εDE method in gure 4.30.
The nal solution obtained from the εDE respets all onstraints. Suh situation
an be onrmed from gure 4.31. Both minimum and maximum levels of the tank
are respeted, and the ontinuity equations is veried as well. The ows at the pump
neessary for this solution are also present in gure 4.31. In gure 4.32 it is observable
the ontrols given to the pumps after the optimisation. It is observable that the majority
of the pumping is made in the morning period. While the majority of the time-steps
the pumps operate at the nominal speed, exist a few exeptions. The εDE method has
diulty nding feasible pump speeds, as the needed pump head needs to be guaranteed
at all times. Overall, the redution is greater at pump number 1, as is expliit in table
4.12.
The nal solution obtained from the L-BFGS-B respets the tank level onstraints.
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Figure 4.31: Pump ow (l/s) and tank level variation (m) during a day, after optimisation
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Figure 4.32: Pump ontrols (pump speed and operation time) during the day, after
optimisation by the εDE method.
Although the ontinuity level is not guaranteed. Suh situation an be onrmed from
gure 4.33. The ows at the pump neessary for this solution are also present in gure
4.33. In gure 4.34 it is observable that the pumping is made during the full day. With
the L-BFGS-B method, the solution obtained is based in a small redution of the pump
relative speed, and a small reduntion of the pumps operating time. As an be seen in
gure 4.34 both pumps work at the same speed at all times, so the ost redution in both
pumps is the same, as an be seen in table 4.12.
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Figure 4.33: Pump ow (l/s) and tank level variation (m) during a day, after optimisation
by the L-BFGS-B method.
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Figure 4.34: Pump ontrols (pump speed and operation time) during the day, after
optimisation by the L-BFGS-B method.
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Chapter 5
Final Remarks
5.1 Conlusions
This work fouses on the appliation of mathematial methodologies to redue water
pumping osts in Water Supply System, improving eieny of pump ontrols. To this
eet, two dierent optimisation algorithms were hosen to be used on the formulated
problem. The ε Constrained Dierential Evolution (εDE), a modern algorithm from
the eld of Evolutionary Computation, and the Limited Memory Algorithm for Bound
Constrained optimisation (L-BFGS-B), a lassial algorithm based on the gradient of the
formulated problem. The objetive was to ompare two dierent optimisation methods
to evaluate performane of eah one in this type of applied optimisation. These optimisa-
tion methods were tested on a variety of benhmark mathematial funtions, to sort their
feasibility in known onditions. Although these mathematial benhmarks were unon-
strained funtions, these tests allowed to sort the apability of these optimisation methods
in omplex funtions. After these assessments, two dierent benhmark networks were
tested, using the software EPANET to simulate the behaviour of the networks. First,
a simple network, allowing to assess the work of the algorithm with WSS optimisation.
After this, a more omplex network was used so the number of optimisation variables
were inreased, whih were diretly onneted to the number of pumps of the network.
In the Basi network, whih has one pump, the number of optimisation variables is 22
(initially 48). The more omplex network has two similar pumps, that work separately,
elevating the number of optimisation variables to 96. Both optimisation methods were
ompared to the results obtained from the optimisation using a DE algorithm. In the
Basi network the ost redutions obtained were of 77.2% for the εDE method and 79.7%
for the L-BFGS-B method. The previously tested DE obtained ost redutions of 80.3%.
In the Walski network the ost redutions obtained were of 31.5% for the εDE method
and 24.3% for the L-BFGS-B method. The previously tested DE algorithm obtained
ost redutions of 37.5%. The results allow to onlude that the DE algorithm is the one
able to get higher ost redutions. However, for it's nature of omparing errors rst than
ost, the εDE algorithm would be more indiated to situations where onstraints an't
be violated. While the L-BFGS-B algorithm shows great qualities in terms of the speed
of the evaluation in the Basi network evaluation, the results obtained for the Walski
network are far from the expeted results. Although the good results with the Basi
network, the adding of Demand harges to the ost funtion, whose were non-existent in
the Basi network, altered the nature of the ost funtion in the Walski network prob-
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lem, reating a non-ontinuous problem. This situation hindered the apability of the
L-BFGS-B method, not allowing the method to ahieve results in the expeted range.
The design eorts on the GUI development produed a user-friendly interfae of simple
but funtional look.
5.2 Future work
While part of a bigger projet, this work intended to test two dierent algorithms in order
to evaluate the best option to be used in the nal optimisation software. And while the
results obtained with the simulation from EPANET are enouraging, these optimisation
methods should be put to the test with real Water Supply System. At the optimisation
level, the use of dierent algorithms an be tested. Also, the use of two algorithms
sequentially, with a modern algorithm, whih are better algorithms at nding global
minimums in situations with a omplex solution spae, followed by a gradient algorithm
to rene the searh. Although it an be time onsuming, it ould be beneial if the
osts would be further redued. The HMI developed in this work should be adapted or
used in the global software to be developed for the global projet this thesis is inluded
on.
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